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The increased production of nanomaterials in recent years has been
unprecedented. Given their potential toxicity, understanding the mechanisms controlling
the transport of nanoparticles in the subsurface is important. In this study, a technique
was developed for using a Laser Scanning Cytometer (LSC) to visualize and quantify the
stable attachment of nano-scale particles. Experiments using three different size particles,
510 nm, 210 nm and 57 nm, in conjunction with a flow cell system containing saturated
glass beads under varied injection duration, solution chemistry, Darcy velocity and solids
content were performed. A technique for using the LSC data to develop spatial
distributions of attached particles was developed. The ability to provide quantifiable data
and a spatial distribution of nanoparticle attachment at the pore-scale is unique and
provides direct insight into the fundamental mechanisms governing nanoparticle
transport.
The experimental results show attachment decreases with decreasing particle size.
The increase in injection duration for the 510 nm particles indicates a likely maximum
retention capacity (Smax). Blocking effects are observed for the 57 nm particles in which
attached particles block the available attachment sites and slow the rate of attachment.

Secondary minimum attachment plays a minor role for the attachment of both the 510 nm
and 57 nm particles and is independent of particle size. Only about 10% of the attachment
is attributed to secondary minimum attachment. Change of Darcy velocity has no
profound influence on the attachment of the 57 nm particles indicating diffusiondominated attachment. Diffusion control is further confirmed by the spatial distributions
of attached 57 nm particles showing attaching on downstream glass bead areas.
Investigations of initial solids content reveal the importance of particle (aqueous) particle (attached) interactions. For the 510 nm and 210 nm particles, there exists a
critical initial solids content above which the attachment decreases with increasing initial
solids content. This trend does not occur for the 57 nm particles which exhibit increasing
attachment with increasing solids content due to much weaker repulsive interaction
energy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Project Overview
The increased production and widespread application of nanomaterials in recent
years has been unprecedented. This has inevitably led to the release of nanoparticles into
the environment. Given their potential toxicity, understanding the fate and transport of
nanoparticles in the natural environment is important. Little is currently known about the
fate and transport of nanoparticles in the subsurface environment; thus, research on the
fundamental mechanisms governing the transport of nanoparticles in the subsurface is
necessary. The foundation of such research is investigating the physical and chemical
factors controlling their transport at various scales.
The common approach to investigate the fate and transport of nanoparticles in
porous media is through column-scale experiments. In these experiments, nanoparticle
suspensions are pumped into glass columns (typically 10 cm long and 3 cm in diameter)
packed with glass beads or Ottawa sand for a specific time period. Typically, this is
followed by pumping a nanoparticle-free background solution through the column. The
nanoparticle concentration in the effluent is usually monitored to generate effluent
breakthrough curves. Following the completion of the experiment, the column may be
segmented and a method for measuring the average concentration of nanoparticles in
each section may be used. Column experiments have been used to investigate the
influences of several factors, including ionic strength, electrolyte concentration and
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composition, flow velocity, grain surface roughness and particle sizes, on the mobility of
engineered nanoparticles in porous media.
The column experiments provided invaluable information on nanoparticle
transport and mobility; however, such research has some limitations. The biggest
limitation of column experiments is the inability to make direct observations of the
mechanisms governing the transport of nanoparticles. Average concentrations of retained
nanoparticles within each column section can be measured following the completion of
the experiment, but the actual spatial distribution of the attached nanoparticles and direct
observation of the attachment relative to collector surfaces are unattainable at the
column-scale. Thus, only inferences can be made about the mechanisms controlling the
transport.
A more mechanistic approach to investigate the transport and retention of
nanoparticles in the subsurface is through the utilization of micromodels to directly
observe attachment at the pore-scale. This technique involves the injection of
nanoparticle suspensions into a flow cell under a microscope operating in conjunction
with an image capturing device. Microscope-based imagining devices may then be used
to directly observe the transport and attachment of nanoparticles to collector surfaces.
Some techniques may also be used to quantify and record the attachment.
Pore-scale experiments do provide a way to directly observe and visualize the
transport and retention of nanoparticles, but such experiments have limitations. The first
is the resolution restriction which may preclude application to nano-scale particles.
Widely-used visualization techniques, such as visible light imaging, magnetic resonance
imaging and synchrotron x-ray tomography, work best at the micro-scale. A second
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limitation of pore-scale experiments is the capability to obtain data that is quantifiable. In
order to achieve high resolution, most available visualization techniques are only able to
focus on a very small area (a single pore space several microns in length). Considering
the high uncertainty and complexity of porous media, several high resolution pictures in
several pore spaces can typically only provide some qualitative information. Techniques
with applications beyond just visualization are novel. Quantitative data such as the
number of attached particles allows researchers the opportunity to mathematically model
the results. If such pore-scale models are validated, insight into the fundamental
mechanisms governing nanoparticle transport may be revealed.
One pore-scale experimental technique involves using Laser Scanning Cytometry.
Laser Scanning Cytometry uses laser-based opto-electronics and automated analysis
capabilities to visualize, quantify and record fluorescent matter. The Laser Scanning
Cytometer (LSC) is a micro-scope based instrument that incorporates fluorescent
microscopy, image analysis and flow cytometry technologies. The advantages of using
the LSC is the ability to observe a large scan area (up to several centimeters), quantifiable
data is obtained, a spatial distribution of particles is generated and the pore-scale provides
direct insight on the mechanisms governing transport. It is reasonable to assume this
technique will allow researchers the ability to work with nanoparticles smaller than 100
nm and obtained quantitative information on their attachment and distribution in porous
media. An LSC-based technique such as this has not been used before. This study
represents the first use of Laser Scanning Cytometry to investigate nanoparticle transport
and retention.

4
1.2 Project Goals and Objectives
The main purpose of this study is to explore the feasibility of using an LSC to
investigate the transport of nano-scale particles in porous media. This study is oriented by
two specific goals:
1. Develop an LSC-based technique to visualize and quantify the
transport of nano-scale particles in a flow cell system.
2. Use the developed technique to investigate the mechanisms controlling
the transport and retention of particles of different sizes in glass bead
porous media under varied injection duration, solution chemistry,
Darcy velocity and solids content.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, literature on the production and environmental impact of
nanoparticles, the fundamental mechanisms governing nanoparticle transport in the
subsurface, previous experiments and Laser Scanning Cytometry is discussed.

2.2 Engineered Nanomaterials
2.2.1 Engineered nanomaterial production
Engineered nanomaterials are referred to as manufactured materials that have at
least one dimension less than 100 nm. The EPA Nanotechnology White Paper further
defines nanotechnology as, “…research and technology development at the atomic,
molecular, or macromolecular levels using a length scale of approximately one to one
hundred nanometers in any dimension; the creation and use of structures, devices and
systems that have novel properties and functions because of their small size; and the
ability to control or manipulate matter on an atomic scale.” Figure 2.1 illustrates the scale
of several nano-scale objects [1].
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manufacturer-identified nanotechnology-enabled consumer products have been
introduced in the marketplace [3].

2.2.2 Environmental impact of nanoparticles
Because the environment is exposed to intentionally produced nanomaterials, it is
important for research to investigate likely exposure pathways. Environmental fate of
nanomaterials includes fate in air, soil and water. Given the various uses of
nanomaterials, it is clear there are several pathways for nanomaterials to enter the
environment besides direct application. A few examples of how engineered
nanomaterials may enter the subsurface environment are industrial releases, directly
leaching from landfills, wastewater reuse, biosolids containing engineered nanomaterials
used in agriculture and recharge of groundwater from a water source containing
engineered nanomaterials. Figure 2.2 depicts several of these exposure pathways. It has
been shown that silver nanoparticles, currently the most commonly used engineered
nanomaterials in consumer products [4], can be released from cloth, toothpaste, shampoo,
detergent, towel and toys during washing processes [5, 6, 7]. Direct evidence [8] has
shown that synthetic TiO2 nanoparticles from urban applications are released in
significant amounts to the aquatic environment.
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tons by 2015 [12]. TiO2 has been reported to cause oxidative stress in microglial cells
[13], inflammation in rats and mice [14], cytotoxicity and genomic instability towards
cultured WIL2-NS human lymphoblastoid cells [15] and DNA damage to goldfish skin
cells, GFSk-S1 [16]. It has also been reported that a typical water treatment process,
coagulation followed by sedimentation at an alum dosage of 60 mg/L, removed less than
40% of the influent TiO2 nanomaterials, which are widely used in sunscreen [17].
Clearly, with wide-spread production and inevitable exposure of nanoparticles to
the environment, specifically the subsurface, it is important that extensive research on
nanoparticles be performed to investigate potential exposure pathways, fate and transport,
environmental impacts and risk assessment. The focus of this study falls into the fate and
transport aspect of nanoparticle research focusing on the influence of several
environmental conditions and nanoparticle properties on particle attachment at the porescale.

2.3 Understanding Fate and Transport of Nanoparticles
2.3.1 Theories for nanoparticle transport and retention
Particle transport is influenced by many physical and chemical processes. The
mechanisms contributing to the fate and transport of particles in the subsurface are
advection, dispersion, physicochemical filtration, straining, inactivation and dilution.
Advection is the movement of the nanoparticles along the fluid flow paths within the
porous media. The process of advection leads to dispersion of the particles due to
tortuosity and non-homogeneity of the fluid flow paths. Physical mechanisms also play a
significant role in the transport of particles. The physical mechanisms influencing the
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available surface area decreases resulting in decreased katt. As katt approaches zero, the
solid-phase concentration of nC60 aggregates approaches Smax. This modified model
suggests α will actually decrease with time. Li at al. [21] were able to much more
accurately simulate the nC60 breakthrough curves and retention profiles using the
modified model.

2.3.2 Column-scale studies
The traditional laboratory method for investigating the fate and transport of
nanoparticles in porous media is column experiments. In these experiments, nanoparticle
suspensions are pumped into glass columns (typically 10 cm long and 3 cm in diameter)
packed with glass beads or Ottawa sand for a specific time period. This is typically
followed by pumping a background solution free of nanoparticles, often called a rinse.
Nanoparticle concentration in the effluent is generally monitored to generate effluent
breakthrough curves. Following the completion of the experiment, the column may be
segmented and some average concentration for each section may be measured. Column
experiments have been used to investigate the influences of different factors, such as
ionic strength, electrolyte concentration and composition, flow velocity, grain surface
roughness and particle sizes, on the mobility of engineered nanoparticles in porous
media. In the following paragraph, a brief summary of some representative studies is
provided.
Ionic strength has been investigated to determine its influence on particle
attachment. As ionic strength increases, α has been found to increase resulting in an
increase in attachment as a result of a decrease in electrostatic repulsion between particles
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[22]. Several studies have shown that as ionic strength increases, α increases resulting in
an increase in attachment [23, 24, 25]. This decrease in electrostatic repulsion between
particles results in increased particle aggregation which in turn leads to greater
attachment. Espinasse et al. [22] found that the theoretical limit for α was reached at the
highest experimental ionic strength. Hyung and Kim [23] studied the effect of NOM
adsorption to multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) and found that the adsorption capacity
was affected by ionic strength as well as pH. Adsorption capacity increased as ionic
strength increased and adsorption capacity decreased as pH increased. Jaisi and
Elimelech [24] studied the transport of single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) in soil columns
and found that SWNT attachment increased due to physical straining with increasing
ionic strength.
Electrolyte concentration and composition is another chemical factor influencing
particle attachment in the subsurface. Increasing multivalent cation concentration has
been found to increase the retention of fullerene aggregates on glass bead surfaces [22].
Jaisi and Elimelech [24] found that SWNT attachment in soil columns increased due to
physical straining with the addition of cations. They also found that divalent cations
(Ca2+) are more effective than monovalent cations.
Flow velocity is a physical factor that has been found to influence the retention of
nanoparticles in porous media. Physical factors tend to influence the collector efficiency,
or the rate at which particles strike the collector per the rate at which particles flow
toward the collector. Diffusion will be the dominant retention mechanism. At higher flow
velocities, less diffusion occurs resulting in lower η0. Consistent with the theory,
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experimentally estimated α values have been found to be independent of flow rate [22].
Thus, higher flow velocities have been shown to result in less retention [22, 21, 25].
Micro-scale surface heterogeneity such as surface roughness of porous media may
also impact particle attachment. For example, Li et al. [21] found the Smax of nC60 is
influenced by pore-scale hydrodynamics, which would certainly be impacted by sand
surface roughness which could alter streamlines around the sand grain and increase nC60
retention. Also, increased grain size resulting in greater porosity has been found to
decrease retention [21, 22]. Varying transport and retention characteristics have been
reported for nC60 transport depending on whether glass beads, quartz sands, or natural
soils represent the porous medium. Wang at al. [27] found the retention of nC60 in
columns packed with glass beads is significantly smaller than with quartz sands and
natural soils. More recently, Li et al. [21] found that the retention capacity of nC60 on
natural soils could be 10 times higher than on Ottawa sand.
The effect of particle size on the attachment of nano- and micro-scale latex
particles in porous media has been studied [28]. Particles having diameters of 50 nm, 110
nm and 1500 nm were used. The results showed the smallest of the three particle
diameters exhibited the least retention over the range of ionic strengths used. The two
larger particle diameters showed much higher retention on the sand surface. It was shown
that the attachment efficiencies for the particles with a diameter of 500 nm were
significantly greater than those of the smaller particles at low ionic strengths. This is not
in agreement with expectation. One explanation may be the larger diameter particles are
able to deposit in the secondary minimum.
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While column-scale studies have provided invaluable information on nanoparticle
transport and mobility, such an approach has some limitations. The most important
limitation of column experiments is the inability to make direct observations of the
mechanisms governing the transport of nanoparticles. A researcher may be able to
measure the average concentration of retained nanoparticles within an individual section
of the column at the end of the experiment, but the physical distribution of the attached
nanoparticles within the segment and direct observation of the attachment relative to
collector surfaces are not possible. Thus, it is difficult to clearly elucidate which
mechanisms are controlling the transport.

2.3.3 Pore-scale studies
Traditionally, research investigating the transport of nanoparticles in the
subsurface has been performed using column-scale studies. The limitation with using a
column-scale approach is that inferences must be made about the mechanisms controlling
the transport based on the average concentration of the effluent. A more mechanistic
approach to investigate the transport of nanoparticles in the subsurface is through the
utilization of micromodels to directly observe particle attachment at the pore-scale.
One micromodel study [19] used monodisperse suspensions of spherical
polystyrene latex particles with a mean diameter between 3 and 7 μm in micromodels to
investigate the importance of different processes involved in the removal of colloids in
porous media under saturated conditions. The study examined the effect of particle size,
grain surface roughness, solution ionic strength and flow rate on colloid attachment. The
colloids had a sulfate (SO4-) surface functionalization and a negatively charged surface.
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strengths. At moderate ionic strengths (10-30 mM) achieved using monovalent salt,
particle attachment was found to occur in the secondary minimum and accumulation near
the rear of the collectors was observed. An ionic strength of 100 mM resulted in
attachment over the entire collector surface. This is attributed to no calculated
electrostatic energy barrier existing at this high ionic strength. The authors concluded that
attachment of micron-scale particles in the secondary energy minimum is an important
removal mechanism.
Surface potential has also been shown to influence aggregation and transport of
nanoparticles [30]. The study investigated the effect of surface potential on Titania
particle aggregation and transport in Pyrex wafer micromodels by adjusting the pH. The
results indicated that pH, and therefore surface potential, greatly influenced aggregation,
particle-particle interactions and particle-collector interactions.
While pore-scale experiments provide means to directly observe and visualize the
transport and retention of particles, there are several limitations. The first is the resolution
restriction, which may preclude its application to nano-scale particles. Visualization
techniques currently used in pore-scale experiments include visible light, magnetic
resonance and X-rays. The corresponding resolution limits for each one are presented in
Table 2.1. Clearly, none of these techniques is able to identify particles smaller than 100
nm. A second limitation of pore-scale experiments is the capability to obtain quantitative
information in addition to visualization results. Only if quantitative information, such as
the number of particles attached, is obtainable from pore-scale experiments, can rigorous
modeling and prediction be implemented and validated at the pore-scale to reveal the
mechanisms governing nanoparticle attachment and retention.
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Table 2.1 Visualization techniques and corresponding resolution limits
Technique
Resolution Limit
Visible light imagining
20 μm
Visible light imagining (microscopy)
0.2 μm
Magnetic resonance imagining
10 μm
Synchrotron X-ray tomography
3 μm
γ-ray tomography
mm
Positron emission tomography
?
2.4 Laser Scanning Cytometry
Laser Scanning Cytometry uses laser-based opto-electronics and automated
analysis capabilities to visualize, quantify and record fluorescent matter. The LSC is a
micro-scope based instrument that incorporates fluorescent microscopy, image analysis
and flow cytometry technologies. The advantages of using an LSC are the ability to
observe a large scan area (up to several centimeters), quantifiable data is obtainable, a
spatial distribution of particles is generated and investigation at the pore-scale provides
direct insight on the mechanisms governing transport.
The LSC measures laser excited fluorescence at several wavelengths from
fluorescently dyed matter on standard microscope slides. The LSC has two lasers, a 20
mW argon ion laser and a 5 mW red HeNe laser, and each provides a single wavelength
to excite fluorescently dyed samples. The fluorescent light given off by the dyed samples
is collected and transmitted to up to four photomultiplier tube (PMT) detectors. Each
PMT detector measures a different range of wavelengths.
A schematic of the major components within the LSC is provided in Figure 2.7.
The following technical description of the process by which the LSC operates was
published by Kamentsky et al. [31]:
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Laser Scanning Cytometry has several advantages. Multiple channels of
information are simultaneously visualized and analyzed. The LSC allows users to
automatically segment samples of interest. Further, the LSC has the capability to segment
on the sub-cellular level. Several application types are capable of implementation using
LSC technology. According to CompuCyte [33], fluorescent molecules in solution,
nuclear analysis, cytoplasmic analysis, cellular analysis and colony analysis are just a few
of the typical applications of LSC-based studies.
Based on these features of the LSC, it is reasonable to hypothesize that utilizing it
will allow for (1) identification of nanoparticles with sizes less than 100 nm and (2)
obtaining of quantitative information on nanoparticle attachment and distribution in
porous media. At this point in time, an LSC has not been used to investigate fate and
transport of nanoparticles in porous media. This study represents the first LSC-based
approach for investigating the transport and retention of nanoparticles.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Equipment Design

3.1 Introduction
One of the major objectives of this study is to design a procedure for using Laser
Scanning Cytometry to visualize, quantify and record the transport of nanoparticles in
saturated glass bead porous media. Fluorescent particles and a flow cell system need to
be appropriately selected and designed in order to allow for the observation of the
transport of nanoparticles using fluorescent microscopy equipped with an LSC. This
chapter details the selection and characterization of the particles and the design of the
flow cell system.
Fluorescent particle selection was dependent on the characteristics of the LSC.
More specifically, the excitation wavelength of the laser and the emission wavelengths of
the PMT detectors governed the selection of the fluorescent particles. Fluorescent
particles with an excitation spectrum peak near the wavelength provided by the laser and
an emission spectrum peak within the wavelengths covered by one of the available PMT
detectors were selected based on manufacturer supplied excitation and emission spectra.
In order to verify the compatibility of the fluorescent particles with the LSC, exploratory
LSC scans were performed during the particle selection process. Also, a procedure for
preparing particle suspensions was developed.
Characterizations of the particle suspensions were performed through particle size
distribution and zeta potential measurements. Particle size distribution measurements
allowed for determining if aggregation was occurring as well as verifying the diameters
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of the particles. Zeta potential values further indicated the stability of the particle
suspensions at various ionic strengths.
Selection of the flow system components, including glass beads, a flow cell, a
syringe pump, syringes, tubing and fittings, required compatibility with flow applications
as well as optical and fluorescent microscopy. Glass beads have been widely used as
model porous media in many experiments. In this study, another reason to select glass
beads is their optical properties are compatible with fluorescent microscopy. Flow cell
selection also depended on the dimensions of the LSC microscope stage. The size of the
flow cell was restricted by the space available on the microscope stage and the vertical
clearance between the stage and the optic. Syringes, a syringe pump, tubing and fittings
were purchased after the selection of the flow cell. Procedures for preparing glass beads
and packing flow cells with a single layer of glass beads were developed.

3.2 Fluorescent Particles
3.2.1 Introduction
The particles used in this study are Fluorophorex™ Fluorescent Nanospheres
(Phosphorex, Inc., Fall River, MA). They are uniform spheres made from polystyrene
with a carboxyl surface functionalization. The fluorescence used to dye the particles is
green with an excitation maximum at 480 nm and an emission maximum at 520 nm. The
stock solution contains 0.1% Tween 20 in DI water and the antimicrobial agent is 2 mM
NaN3. The density of the particles is 1.06 g/cm3 and the surface charge value provided by
the manufacturer is 0.165 meq/g.
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stock solution required for each dilution. The particle suspensions were prepared in a
volumetric flask and diluted with DI water. Sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) titrations
using 0.1 M NaHCO3 were performed to obtain a pH of 6.95±0.1 for each particle
suspension. In cases when the pH was raised above the desired range, 10 mM HCl
titrations were performed. Sodium chloride (NaCl) was used to obtain the ionic strength
of each particle suspension. The ionic strengths used were 0 mM, 3 mM NaCl and 100
mM NaCl. The standard ionic strength, 3 mM NaCl, was used unless the specific
experiment was investigating the influence of solution chemistry.

3.2.3 Procedure for particle size distribution measurements
Particle size distributions were measured using a 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer
(Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY). The basis of the 90Plus Particle
Size Analyzer is Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) principles. In general, the analyzer can
measure particles sizes ranging from 2 nm to 3000 nm. Photon Correlation Spectroscopy
(PCS) of Quasi-Elastically Scatter Light (QLES) is the foundation of the analysis in
which fluctuations about average, scattered, laser light intensity is correlated. The
analysis typically requires a few minutes, has a relative error of ±1% and requires
approximately 2 mL of sample.
The instrument is controlled by a computer and the governing software is userfriendly requiring the input of just a few simple parameters. Dust poses the biggest
interference to the measurements, but the built-in dust filter is simple to manipulate in
order to correct the interference. The result is a lognormal size distribution from which
mean and standard deviation are calculated by weight. An effective diameter is measured
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3.2.4 Procedure for zeta potential measurements
Zeta potential measurements were performed using a ZetaPALS Zeta Potential
Analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY) which utilizes Phase
Analysis Light Scattering (PALS), an extension of electrophoretic light scattering (ELS),
to measure electrophoretic mobility (EPM) and thus calculate zeta potential. PALS is a
more sensitive technique than ELS and is useful when measuring low EPM which can
arise in particle suspensions for various reasons. One such reason is a medium of low
dielectric constant or high viscosity. A second case is that in which high salt molarity
leads to strong electrostatic shielding of particles in a highly conductive medium and
limits the electric field which may be applied. Another case is a low mobility due to a low
zeta potential. It has been shown that PALS is capable of measuring velocities 1000 times
smaller than ELS.
The ZetaPALS Zeta Potential Analyzer requires the use of an electrode and
preparation of a good particle suspension at an appropriate concentration. Keeping the
cuvette and electrode clean is important due to the sensitivity of the instrument. The
software is simple and requires the user to input just a few simple parameters. The main
concern of the user is keeping the electrode clean and preventing contamination of the
sample.
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3.3 Flow System Design
3.3.1 Glass beads
Spherical glass beads (Potters Industries, Inc., Valley Forge, PA) were selected as
model porous media in this study. The glass beads have a density of 2.5 g/cm3, a Knoop
hardness of 515, an average compressive strength of 36,000 psi and a free silica content
of 0%. The Potters designation for the glass beads is #3 and corresponds to a 20-30 U.S.
sieve size resulting in a maximum diameter of 850 μm and a minimum diameter of 600
μm. The minimum percent of round particles provided by the manufacturer is 65%. The
#3 glass beads were sieved using a size 25 U.S. sieve corresponding to 710 μm. The
resulting range of diameters for the glass beads is from 600 μm to710 μm.
Prior to use, the glass beads were washed with pure acetone solution followed by
pure hexane solution. The glass beads were then soaked in concentrated (12.1 M)
hydrochloric acid (HCl) for 12 hours and then rinsed several times with DI water to
remove residual HCl. Next, the glass beads were placed in a series of 20 minute
ultrasonic baths using an FS60 Ultrasonic Cleaner (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) at
room temperature containing 0.01 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH), DI water and 1.0 M
nitric acid (HNO3). The glass beds were then again rinsed with DI water until pH 7 was
reached followed by oven-drying at 125 °C for 12 hours.

3.3.2 Flow cell
The flow cell chosen for this study was an ibidi μ-Slide I0.8 Luer (ibidi LLC,
Verona, WI) consisting of an uncoated hydrophobic plastic designed for high resolution
microscope analysis. The optical quality of the material is comparable to glass and
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3.3.5 Procedure for flow cell packing
The first step in flow cell preparation was to weigh and record the mass of the
empty flow cell. Next, the flow cell was packed with glass beads prepared according to
the procedure presented in Section 3.3.1. Because the height of the flow channel is 0.8
mm, the glass beads selected had a range of diameters from 0.6 mm to 0.71 mm,
corresponding to the first two standard U.S. sieve sizes of less than 0.8 mm. Using glass
beads slightly less than the flow channel height allowed for a uniform single-layer of
glass beads packing to be achieved.
The technique employed for flow cell packing required a funnel created from
filter paper. The flow cell was held at an angle with the inlet higher than the outlet and
the funnel was used to direct glass beads into the inlet of the flow channel. In instances
when the glass beads resisted sliding through the channel, a pair of tweezers was used to
tap the sides of the cell so as to shake the glass beds through the channel until they
reached the end. It was difficult to pack the flow cell without having some excess glass
beads accumulate within the inlet and outlet; therefore, tweezers were again used to tap
the bottom of the flow cell under the inlet and outlet to pop some of the excess glass
beads out until the glass bed level was equal to the channel height. The weight of the
packed flow cell was then measured and recorded.
The porosity of the flow cell was measured in order to calculate the volume of
solution corresponding to a pore volume (PV) for each experiment. The manufacturer
reported the density of the glass beads as 2.5 g/cm3. The mass of the glass beds was
measured by subtracting the weight of the empty flow cell from that of the packed flow
cell. The porosity was found by subtracting the volume of glass beads, determined from
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calculations using the glass bead mass and density, from the volume of the flow channel,
reported as 0.2 mL by the manufacturer.
Another approach to estimate porosity is to calculate the volume of water in the
pore spaces based on the measured mass and reported density of the water. The estimated
porosity values using the two methods are comparable to each other. Measuring the
porosity using water before each experiment was difficult because the flow cell must be
removed from the flow system setup and then reattached without leaving any air bubbles
in the system. This proved to be difficult. Thus, the approach based on glass bead volume
was used in this study to estimate the porosity of packed flow cell.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Methods

4.1 Introduction
In this study, an LSC was used to scan and thus identify the spatial distribution of
particles that were stably attached in glass beads packed in a flow cell. The compatibility
between the fluorescently dyed particles and the LSC system was initially verified by
scanning fluorescent particle suspensions directly on standard microscope slides. The
laser and PMT detector selection depended on the excitation and emission spectra of the
fluorescent particles. The LSC parameters were adjusted separately for each size of
particle. Next, suspensions were introduced into unpacked flow cells and scanned to
determine the starting points for the LSC parameters for use during the flow cell
experiments. The final step was to perform LSC scans using packed flow cells to finetune the LSC parameters and verify successful operation.
A series of experiments were performed to measure the effects of injection
duration, solution chemistry, Darcy velocity and solids content on the retention of
nanoparticles in porous media. The scan area used throughout the study was limited to
the middle 12.5 mm of the length of the flow channel due to vertical clearance
restrictions between the inlet and outlet of the flow cell and the microscope objective.
The scan area, however, is consistent between each experiment. The standard for each
experiment was 0.0025% solids content, 3 mM NaCl ionic strength and 0.04 cm/s Darcy
velocity. Each experiment began with a 40 PV injection of particle suspension into the
flow cell, which was already completely saturated with background solution. Next, 5 PV
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of background solution was injected. Such a procedure resulted in only stably attached
particles remaining in the flow cell prior to the LSC scan. Flow cell experiments for each
size of particle were conducted individually. In most cases, duplicates of each experiment
were performed.
The Darcy velocities used were 0.08 cm/s, 0.06 cm/s, 0.04 cm/s and 0.02 cm/s.
Solids contents of 0.005%, 0.0025% and 0.0005% were used and ionic strengths up to
100 mM NaCl were selected. Most of the flow cell experiments had injection durations of
40 PV; however, additional experiments using injection durations of 120 PV, 240 PV and
300 PV were performed to determine the presence of a maximum capacity for
attachment. Another set of flow cell experiments was performed in which a rinse with
corresponding background solution and a subsequent LSC scan was followed by a rinse
with DI water and a second LSC scan to analyze the influence of solution chemistry and
attachment in the secondary minimum.
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anning Cyto
ometry
4.2 Laser Sca
4.2.1 Introducction

Figure 4.1 Laser Scannning Cytomeeter
The LSC,
L
shown in
i Figure 4.1
1, (CompuCyyte Corporaation, Westw
wood, MA) iss a
microscope-b
m
based instrum
ment that meeasures fluorrescent consttituents usinng a laser andd up
to
o four colorss of fluoresceence. The saamples may aappear direcctly on a miccroscope slidde or
within
w
a liquiid suspension
n. The LSC performs auutomated anaalysis of soliid-phase sam
mples
using laser-baased opto-eleectronics. Th
he instrumennt simultaneously scans the sample aand
reecords the daata including
g the exact position
p
of eaach event aloong with sevveral other
prroperties. Fiigure 4.2 pro
ovides a pictu
ure of the LS
SC in the BM
M3 Laboratoory.

Figure 4.2
4 Laser Sca
anning Cytoometer laborratory set-upp
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The process by which the LSC operates is shown in Figure 4.3 below. The
software records several properties of each event, in addition to area and integral,
including maximum pixel, time, x-position, y-position, perimeter and more. This data can
be used to quantify the results as well as provide a spatial distribution of the data.
A laser is used to illuminate particles on a slide.

Light resulting from laser excitation of particles is detected by a photo
sensor and is converted into electronic signals.
The analog signals are converted to a set of digital values in computer
memory.
Each of the digital values is called a pixel defined as the smallest unit
on the display screen that can be stored, displayed or addressed.

The sets of pixels for each event are segmented.

By using the pixel information grouped for each event, some of the
properties, such as area and integral, are determined.
Figure 4.3 Process by which the Laser Scanning Cytometer operates
4.2.2 Microscope unit
The microscope is a standard Olympus BX-50 with a motorized stage as shown in
Figure 4.4. It is equipped with an objective turret. The objectives available are 10X, 20X
and 40X with nominal beam or spot sizes of 10 μm, 5 μm and 2.5 μm, respectively. A
slider control allows the user to switch from the brightfield, used when focusing the
microscope, to the laser beam used during scanning. Because the flow cell is thicker than
a standard microscope slide, the 40X objective cannot be used due to vertical clearance
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reestrictions. For
F this expeeriment, the 20X
2 objectivve is used. A more poweerful object ccould
be used if thee focal length
h is long eno
ough.

Fig
gure 4.4 Miccroscope uniit portion off the Laser Sccanning Cytoometer
4.2.3 Laser seelection
The LSC
L has two lasers. One laser is a 200 mW argon ion laser (4888 nm, Cyonnics
Uniphase
U
Mo
odel 2014A-2
20SL). The other
o
is a 5 m
mW red HeN
Ne laser (6333nm, Cyoniccs
Uniphase).
U
Eaach laser pro
ovides a diffferent waveleength to excite fluoresceent samples. In
orrder to selecct a laser, thee user must obtain
o
the exxcitation spectra for the ffluorescencee
used to stain the
t sample. Ideally, the user
u should select fluoreescence withh an excitatioon
maximum
m
as close to the wavelength a laser provvides as posssible. It is im
mportant to kknow
so
ome spectra provided maay have been
n created forr the fluoresccent dye beffore it was used
to
o dye the parrticles and a slight variattion in the sppectra may ooccur follow
wing the
ap
pplication off the dye to the
t particles.
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The ex
xcitation and
d emission spectra
s
for thhe green fluoorescence aree presented iin
Figure 4.5. Th
he broken grreen line rep
presents the eexcitation sppectra of the green
f
e has an excittation maxim
mum at 480 nm. The sollid
flluorescence. The green fluorescence
grreen line rep
presents the emission
e
speectra of the ggreen fluoresscence with an emissionn
maximum
m
at 520 nm.

Figure 4.5 Excitation
n (broken) an
nd emission (solid) spectra of green fluorescencce
L
5 mW red HeNe laaser providees a wavelenggth of 633 nnm which does
The LSC’s
not intersect the
t excitation spectrum for
f the greenn fluorescencce; thus, the 5 mW red H
HeNe
laaser will be unable
u
to exccite the greeen fluorescennce. In Figurre 4.6, the reed line repressents
th
he wavelength 488 nm provided by the
t 20 mW aargon ion lasser. This wavvelength fallls
near the excittation maxim
mum for the green fluoreescence and iit is reasonabble to believve the
co
ombination of
o this laser and the seleected fluoresccence will reesult in excittation.
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Figure 4.6 Wavelength provided byy the 20 mW
W argon ion laaser (red) grraphed to shhow
interrsection with
h excitation spectrum
s
off the green fluuorescence ((broken)
4.2.4 Photom
multiplier tube selection
The LSC
L has PMT
T detectors each
e
measurring a differeent range of w
wavelengthss.
The
T fluoresceent light giveen off by thee dyed particcles is collectted and transmitted to upp to
fo
our PMT dettectors that process
p
the light selectedd by each filtter. The following optical
fiilter tubes arre available (ID,
(
wavelen
ngth/bandpasss and typicaal dye used aare listed):


B: 463
3/39 (DAPI),,



D: 530
0/30 (FITC, Green
G
Fluorrescent Proteein),



J1: 580
0/30 (PE),



K1: 62
25/28 (PI) an
nd



H1: 65
50/LP (CY5)).

The fiirst number given
g
repressents the wavvelength the optical filteer tube is cenntered
att and the seccond numberr represents the
t range off wavelengthhs covered. T
The LSC hass the
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caapacity for four
f
PMT deetectors whicch can be operated simulltaneously. F
Figure 4.7
prrovides a piccture showin
ng the locatio
on of the PM
MT detectorss on the LSC
C.

Figuree 4.7 Locatio
on of PMT detectors
d
withhin the Laseer Scanning C
Cytometer
The so
olid green lin
ne in Figure 4.8 represennts the emisssion spectra for the green
flluorescence. The maxim
mum intensity
y occurs at thhe wavelenggth 520 nm. T
The vertical blue
liines at 515 nm
n and 545 nm
n representt the range oof wavelengtths covered bby the D: 5330/30
op
ptical filter tube.
t
The maaximum inteensity falls w
within this raange and thuus it is reasonnable
to
o believe thee combinatio
on of this opttical filter tub
ube, the 20 m
mW argon lasser selected
prreviously an
nd the green fluorescencee will result in successfuul excitation and emissioon of
th
he fluorescen
ntly dyed paarticles.
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Figure 4.8 Range of wa
avelengths provided
p
by tthe D: 530/330 optical fillter tube (bluue)
graphed to show interseection with emission
e
speectrum of thee green fluorrescence (solid)
The co
ombination of laser and optical filterr tube used ffor the fluoreescent particcles
sh
hould be verrified by trial experimentts. Figure 4.9 shows the set sensors dialogue
window
w
in wh
hich four optical filter tu
ubes are activvated in com
mbination wiith the 20 mW
W
arrgon laser to
o scan fluorescent particlles. The D: 5530/30 opticcal filter tubee is labeled aas
blue in the fig
gure and ind
dicates the strrongest resp onse when aall four opticcal filter tubees
arre operating at the same PMT (%) an
nd offset. Thhis verifies th
that the selecction of this
op
ptical filter tube
t
and laseer combinatiion is accepttable.
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Figure 4.9 Set sensorrs dialogue window
w
from
m Laser Scannning Cytom
meter softwarre
4.2.5 Defining the scan arrea
The LSC
L uses a co
oordinate sy
ystem in whi ch all of the measuremeents are in
microns
m
and are
a measured
d from the origin locatedd at the top-rright corner of the slide. The
x-axis, paralleel to the leng
gth of the sliide, is approxximately 110 mm and thhe y-axis, paarallel
to
o the width of
o the slide, is
i approximaately 51.5 m
mm. Scans occcur in 0.5 μ
μm steps in thhe xdirection. Eacch time a sin
ngle laser scaan occurs in the y-directiion and the llength coverred
by
y each scan depends on the power of the objectiive.
For th
his experimen
nt, the entiree flow channnel cannot bee scanned duue to spatial
reestrictions ass a result of the
t elbow lu
uer adapters pprotruding uup from the fflow cell higgh
en
nough to com
me in contacct with the microscope
m
oobjective. Ass a result, onnly the middlle
12.5 mm of th
he flow chan
nnel are scan
nned. Using the flow celll dimensions provided bby the
manufacturer
m
r and the pre--defined coo
ordinate systtem of the LS
SC, the scann area was
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mathematical
m
lly determineed and manu
ually inputte d into the CoompuCyte W
WinCyte
so
oftware. Figu
ure 4.10 sho
ows the scan area dialoguue window w
with the greeen rectangle
reepresenting the
t scan areaa for this stu
udy. The fourr corner poinnts were mannually inputtted
to
o define the scan area. Fo
or the x-axiss, the start pooint is 31,5000 and the ennd point is
44
4,000, given
n in the LSC predefined coordinate ssystem. For tthe y-axis, thhe start poinnt is
10, 250 and th
he end pointt is 15,250, again
a
given bbased on thee same coorddinate system
m.

Figure 4.10 Scan area dialogue window
w
from
m Laser Scannning Cytom
meter softwarre
4.2.6 Setting the parameteers
Scann
ning requiress the adjustm
ment of PMT
T (%) and offfset through an iterative
prrocess. In th
he instrumentt settings diaalogue winddow shown inn Figure 4.11, select laseers
caan be activatted and the PMT
P
(%) an
nd offset valuues can be seet. The PMT
T (%) shouldd be
ad
djusted so th
he color barss are in the upper
u
third off the scale as shown in F
Figure 4.12,
which
w
depictss the blue PM
MT detector in the set seensors dialoggue window.. Ideally, thee
siignal should
d be as high as
a possible while
w
minimiizing the num
mber of satuurated pixelss.
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Saturation occurs when th
he pixel reacches the maxximum allow
wable value oof 16,384 annd the
detector no lo
onger respon
nds to increased signal leevels.

Figure 4.11 Instrumeent settings dialogue
d
winndow from Laaser Scanninng Cytometeer
softwaree

2 Blue PMT
T detector in set sensors ddialogue winndow from L
Laser Scanniing
Figure 4.12
Cyytometer sofftware
An instance in wh
hich the PMT
T (%) is set ttoo high andd saturation iis occurring is
T red box with a numbber inside off it indicates the presencee and
depicted in Fiigure 4.13. The
umber of satturated pixells. The saturration occurss because thee PMT (%) w
was increaseed
nu
frrom 16% in the first figu
ure to 20% in
n the secondd figure. Thee PMT (%) vvalue of 16%
%
reesults in the dark blue co
olor (the furtthest to the rright) registeering in the uupper third oof the
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sccale which iss ideal; no saaturation is occurring.
o
T
This is indicaative of the ddesired
parameters fo
or that situatiion. The offsset should bee adjusted soo as to achieeve a small ggap
between the zero
z
point an
nd the beginn
ning of the ccolor bars. Inn the figures below, the bblack
arrea between the zero poiint and the reed portion off the color bbar indicates the offset iss
accceptable.

Figure 4.13 Satu
uration occurrring with blue laser
4.3 Flow Cell Experimen
nts
4.3.1 Introducction
A typiical LSC scaan duration is
i roughly 200 minutes ussing the scann area defineed for
th
his study. Co
onsidering th
he duration of
o a single sccan, it is veryy difficult too scan mobile
particles in th
he flow cell system.
s
Thiss study focussed on usingg LSC scans to record staably
atttached partiicles. Such a capability is
i adequate ffor investigaating the attachment of
nanoparticles on glass beaad surfaces.
Durin
ng the stable attachment experiments
e
s, the flow syystem setup is in the LSC
C
laaboratory and the flow cell is mounteed on the LS
SC microscoope stand as shown in Figgure
4.14 and Figu
ure 5.15, resp
pectively. Th
he syringe, ttubing and fllow cell are all positioneed as
near to the same elevation
n as possiblee. In order too account forr this volumee when
t volume of
o particle su
uspension annd backgrounnd solution tto introduce,, the
determining the
volume of sollution betweeen the syrin
nge and threee-way valve was measurred, as was thhe
volume betweeen the threee-way valve and the flow
w cell inlet.
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Figuree 4.14 Flow system setup
p in the Laseer Scanning Cytometer llaboratory

Figure 4.1
15 Flow celll mounted on
n the Laser SScanning Cytometer microscope stannd
ntal procedu
ure
4.3.2 Flow ceell experimen
Each experiment
e
begins
b
with a 0.5 mL baackground soolution rinse at 0.1 mL/m
min.
These
T
values were selecteed based on data from prrevious studdies [29]. In oorder to insuure
0.5 mL of bacckground solution is intrroduced intoo the flow chhannel initiallly, it is
mportant to take
t
into acccount the vollume of soluution requireed to reach thhe flow channnel
im
in
nlet. It is imp
portant to vissually inspecct the flow ssystem to maake sure air bbubbles are nnot
prresent and th
he flow chan
nnel is completely saturaated.
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Following a background solution rinse, particle suspension will be injected.
Injection velocities used are 0.08 cm/s, 0.06 cm/s, 0.04 cm/s and 0.02 cm/s. The standard
velocity is 0.04 cm/s and the other velocities are used to analyze the influence of Darcy
velocity on stable attachment.
The introduction of the particle suspension requires the syringe containing the
background solution to be switched with the syringe containing the particle suspension. It
is important to position the three-way valve so as to prevent backflow from the flow
channel when switching syringes. Once the syringe containing the particle suspension is
attached, a volume of solution is pumped in order to fill the tube between the syringe and
the three-way valve insuring no air bubbles are present.
The standard injected PV of particle suspension used for this study is 40 PV.
Larger PVs are used during experiments analyzing the influence of injection duration. A
40 PV standard was selected based on previous pore-scale experiments [29] with
consideration for the time it takes to conduct an experiment at the minimum velocity.
Because the tubing between the syringe and the three-way valve has been filled with
particle suspension, only 40 PV is pumped after switching the valve to allow fluid to flow
towards the flow cell. The three-way valve again needs to be positioned to prevent
backflow from the flow cell after the 40 PV is complete. At this point, a portion of the 40
PV of particle suspension is located in the tubing between the three-way valve and the
flow cell.
Following injection of 40 PV of particle suspension, 10 PV of background
solution will be introduced into the flow cell. The purpose of the background solution
rinse is to flush unattached particles from the flow channel, so that stably attached
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particles can be investigated. The same technique as before is required to fill the tubing
between the syringe and the three-way valve, being careful to avoid air bubbles in the
flow system. Because the tubing after the three-way valve is still filled with a portion of
the particle suspension, the background solution rinse requires 10 PV in addition to the
volume of solution between the valve and the flow cell. Once the rinse is complete, the
three-way valve is again closed in order to prevent backflow from the flow channel
during the LSC scan.

4.3.3 Procedure for Laser Scanning Cytometer scans
The first step in performing an LSC scan is focusing the microscope. The LSC is
only able to record the particles attached within its depth of field. Using a 20x
magnification, the depth of field is 5.8 μm, while the depth of flow cell is 0.8 mm. Thus,
the LSC can only detect a portion of the particles attached onto glass bead surfaces. For
this study, the microscope is slowly brought into focus until the top of the glass beads just
come into focus. Although only a portion of the attached particles are detectable, the
scanning results are comparable between each experiment because the scan area and the
focusing location are consistent.
The second step of an LSC scan is to define the scan area. As discussed
previously, the scan area covers the middle 12.5 mm of the flow channel. The start xposition is 31,500 and the end x-position is 44,000. The start y-position is 10,250 and the
end y-position is 15,250. Once the user has inputted these vales to manually define the
scan area, the protocol can be saved and used for all future scans.
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Following the definition of the scan area, the parameters for the scan are set. This
study used the 20 mW argon ion laser and the D: 530/30 (FITC, Green Fluorescent
Protein) optical filter tube selected based on excitation and emission spectra of the green
fluorescence used to dye the particles, as detailed in Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4. The
two main parameters that must be considered are the PMT (%) and offset gain. This is
first done through an iterative process. The PMT (%) should be adjusted so the color bars
are in the upper third of the scale. Ideally, the signal should be as high as possible while
minimizing the number of saturated pixels. The offset should be adjusted so as to achieve
a small gap between the zero point and the beginning of the color bars.
The parameters used in this study are shown in Table 4.1. These values are
reported as a reference for future studies and are not necessarily the values that should be
used. As the fluorescence ages or new batch suspensions are purchased, the values for
these parameters may need adjustment. An iterative approach is the only method to
optimize these values. After the scan area is set, the laser and optical filter tube are
selected and the parameters are inputted, the scan is ready to proceed. The entire scan
takes approximately 20 minutes for the scan area and magnification used in this study.
Following the completion of the scan, the cell file can be saved and the data can be
exported as a text file to be analyzed using other software.
Table 4.1 Typcal Laser Scanning Cytometer software parameters for flow cell
experiemnts
Diameter PMT (%) Offset Gain
510 nm
25
1900
210 nm
25
1900
57 nm
40
1950
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Chapter 5
Results and Analysis

5.1 Overview
In this chapter, experimental results are presented and analyzed. Particle
characterization results, including particle size distribution and zeta potential
measurements, and flow cell experiment results will be covered. The particle size
distribution results will be presented in tables as well as graphically in the form of
differential distributions and cumulative undersize distributions. Zeta potential
measurements will be presented in tabular and graphical form as a function of zeta
potential (mV) versus ionic strength (mM NaCl). The results of 25 flow cell experiments
(with duplicates) will be presented using graphs, histograms and spatial distribution
figures. An experimental matrix is presented in Table 5.1. Flow cell experiments were
conducted to investigate the transport and retention of three different size particles, 510
nm, 210 nm and 57 nm. In these experiments, several parameters including injection
duration, solution chemistry, Darcy velocity and solids content were varied.
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Exp.
001
002
003
004
005
006
011
012
013
014
015
016
021
022
023
024
025
026
031
032
033
034
035
036
037

Dia. (nm)
510
510
510
510
510
510
210
210
210
210
210
210
57
57
57
57
57
57
510
57
510
57
57
510
510

Table 5.1 Experimental matrix for flow cell experiments
Solids Cont. (%) mM NaCl Darcy Vel. (cm/s) Inj. Duration (PV)
0.0025
3
0.08
40
0.0025
3
0.06
40
0.0025
3
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.02
40
0.005
3
0.04
40
0.0005
3
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.08
40
0.0025
3
0.06
40
0.0025
3
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.02
40
0.005
3
0.04
40
0.0005
3
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.08
40
0.0025
3
0.06
40
0.0025
3
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.02
40
0.005
3
0.04
40
0.0005
3
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.08
120
0.0025
3
0.08
120
0.0025
3
0.04
120
0.0025
100
0.04
40
0.0025
3
0.08
300
0.0025
3
0.04
240
0.0025
100
0.04
40

5.2 Particle Characterization
5.2.1 Particle size distributions
Particle size distributions were measured in order to confirm the particle
diameters reported by the manufacturer as well as to monitor the effect of solution
chemistry on particle aggregation. Particle suspensions were shipped in 1 mL bottles
labeled with a diameter for the contained particles in suspension; however, a product data
sheet was also provided by the manufacturer which reported a mean diameter different
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from that of the bottle. The mean diameter reported on the product data sheet was
confirmed to be the official manufacturer value.
The measurement parameters were consistent for each of the particle size
distribution experiments performed. The only parameter that varied was the dust cutoff,
an algorithm that rejects data corrupted by scattering due to dust, in order to obtain 9098% data retention. For the 510 nm particles, the dust cutoff used was 40.00 and for the
210 nm and 57 nm particles, it was 20.00.
The first particle size distribution experiment that will be presented is for the 510
nm particles. The suspension used for this experiment was 0.0025% solids in DI water.
Table 5.2 gives the measurement parameters for this experiment and the measurement
results are presented in Table 5.3. The mean effective diameter for this experiment is
518.6 nm, a 1.69% difference from the diameter provided on the product data sheet. The
mean polydispersivity, a measure of the non-uniformities existing in the distribution, is
0.004. The experiment has a mean baseline index of 9.1 and mean data retention of
99.00%.
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Table 5.2 Measurement parameters for 510 nm particle size distribution measurement
Parameter
Value
Temperature
25.0
Suspension
Water
Viscosity
0.890 cp
Ref. Index Fluid
1.330
Angle
90.00
Wavelength
658.0 nm
Dust Cutoff
40.00
Runs Completed
3
Run Duration
3 minutes
Total Elapsed Time
9 minutes
Average Count Rate
342.0 kcps
Ref. Index Real
1.590
Ref. Index Imaginary
0.000
Table 5.3 Measurement results for 510 nm particle size distribution experiment
Run
Eff. Dia. (nm) Half Width (nm) Polydispersivity Baseline Index
1
525.4
16.6
0.001
8.4 / 100.00%
2
512.1
36.2
0.005
9.2 / 98.50%
3
518.4
36.7
0.005
9.8 / 98.50%
518.6
29.8
0.004
9.1 / 99.00%
Mean
3.8
6.6
0.001
0.4 / 0.50%
Std. Error
518.7
36.7
0.005
9.2 / 99.00%
Combined
The lognormal size distribution results for the 510 nm particle size distribution
measurement are presented in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Figure 5.1 shows the cumulative
undersize distribution, the percent of the size distribution at or below the diameter. Figure
5.2 shows the differential size distribution; a unimodal distribution confirming the narrow
distribution of particle sizes.
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Figure 5.1 Cumulative undersize distribution for 510 nm particle suspension
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Figure 5.2 Differential distribution for 510 nm particle suspension
The particle size distribution experiment for the 210 nm particles was performed
similarly. The suspension used for the experiment was 0.0025% solids in DI water.
Measurement parameters for this experiment are provided in Table 5.4 and the
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measurement results are given in Table 5.5. The mean effective diameter measured is
201.3 nm, a 4.14% difference from the diameter provided on the product data sheet. The
mean polydispersivity is 0.018 and the mean baseline index and data retention is 9.3 and
92.95%, respectively.
Table 5.4 Measurement parameters for 210 nm particle size distribution measurement
Parameter
Value
Temperature
30.0
Suspension
Water
Viscosity
0.798 cp
Ref. Index Fluid
1.330
Angle
90.00
Wavelength
658.0 nm
Dust Cutoff
20.00
Runs Completed
3
Run Duration
3 minutes
Total Elapsed Time
9 minutes
Average Count Rate
478.4 kcps
Ref. Index Real
1.590
Ref. Index Imaginary
0.000
Table 5.5 Measurement results for 210 nm particle size distribution measurement
Run
Eff. Dia. (nm) Half Width (nm) Polydispersivity Baseline Index
1
204.2
17.6
0.007
10.0 / 94.78%
2
200.6
40.3
0.040
8.1 / 90.46%
3
199.0
14.1
0.005
9.7 / 93.59%
201.3
24.0
0.018
9.3 / 92.95%
Mean
1.5
8.2
0.011
0.6 / 1.29
Std. Error
201.3
17.5
0.008
9.4 / 92.95%
Combined
The lognormal size distribution results of the 210 nm particle size distribution
experiment are presented in the following figures. Figure 5.3 shows the cumulative
undersize distribution. The differential size distribution is presented in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3 Cumulative undersize distribution for 210 nm particle suspension
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Figure 5.4 Differential distribution for 210 nm particle suspension
The particle size distribution experiment for the 57 nm particles was performed
similarly to the experiments for the previous two particle sizes; however, the results were
slightly more difficult to obtain. The small size of the particles seemed to make them
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more susceptible to interference from dust. The suspension used for the experiment was
0.0025% solids in DI water. Table 5.6 provides the measurement parameters and Table
5.7 gives the measurement results. The mean effective diameter measured is 64.5 nm, a
13.2% difference from the diameter provided on the product data sheet. The mean
polydispersivity is 0.155 and the mean baseline index and data retention is 9.0 and
90.30%, respectively.
Table 5.6 Measurement parameters for 57 nm particle size distribution measurement
Parameter
Value
Temperature
30.0
Suspension
Water
Viscosity
0.798 cp
Ref. Index Fluid
1.330
Angle
90.00
Wavelength
658.0 nm
Dust Cutoff
20.00
Runs Completed
3
Run Duration
3 minutes
Total Elapsed Time
9 minutes
Average Count Rate
520.4 kcps
Ref. Index Real
1.590
Ref. Index Imaginary
0.000
Table 5.7 Measurement results for 57 nm particle size distribution measurement
Run
Eff. Dia. (nm) Half Width (nm) Polydispersivity Baseline Index
1
64.5
27.1
0.176
9.2 / 90.19%
2
64.2
24.7
0.148
9.2 / 91.69%
3
64.6
24.4
0.142
8.5 / 89.00%
64.5
25.4
0.155
9.0 / 90.30%
Mean
0.1
0.9
0.011
0.3 / 0.78
Std. Error
64.5
25.5
0.156
9.0 / 90.30%
Combined
The 57 nm particle size distribution experiment lognormal size distribution results
are presented in the following figures. The cumulative undersize distribution and
differential size distribution are provided in Figure 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.
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Figure 5.5 Cumulative undersize distribution for 57 nm particle suspension
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Figure 5.6 Differential distribution for 57 nm particle suspension
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5.2.2 Zeta potential measurements
Zeta potential measurements were made to determine the average surface charge
of the particles. The average surface charge directly controls the electrostatic interaction
between particle and porous medium surfaces. The measurement parameters were
consistent for each of the zeta potential measurements performed. Table 5.8 provides the
measurement parameters of the zeta potential measurement for the 510 nm particles. For
each ionic strength value used in the experiments, Table 5.9 presents the corresponding
zeta potential of the particles and relative residual of the data. The relative residual is a
dimensionless value characterizing the fitted data.
Table 5.8 Zeta potential measurement parameters for 510 nm particle suspensions
Parameter
Value
pH
6.90
Temperature (°C)
25.0
Liquid
Water
Viscosity (cP)
0.890
Refractive Index
1.330
Wavelength (nm)
658.0
Table 5.9 Zeta potential measurement results for 510 nm particle suspensions
Ionic Strength (mM NaCl) Zeta Potential (mV)
0
-45.37
3
-45.13
10
-46.10
20
-45.08
50
-38.10
70
-37.68
100
-32.09
200
-23.72
300
-24.49
400
-24.79
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The zeta potentials of the particles were negative at the experimental pH (6.95±1)
for all of the solution chemistries. A graphical representation of the data from Table 5.9 is
provided in Figure 5.7. As the ionic strength of the monovalent salt solution increases,
the zeta potentials become less negative until appearing to plateau somewhere in the ionic
strength range of 100-200 mM NaCl, at approximately -25 mV. The decrease in zeta
potential resulting from the increased ionic strength is attributed to electric double layer
compression [29]. Several previous studies [34] have shown the interactions between
particles and grain surfaces are electrostatic in origin. The zeta potential data can be used
to analyze the interaction energies between particles and glass bead surfaces, and thus
provide a better understanding of the transport and retention of particles in porous media.
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Figure 5.7 Zeta potential measurement results for 510 nm particle suspensions
The zeta potential measurements also provide the EPM, or mobility for each
particle suspension. Mobility is defined as the average velocity that the particles in
suspension would maintain in an electric field of 1 V/cm. Figure 5.8 provides the
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graphical representation of the mobility data measured during the 510 nm particle zeta
potential measurements. Conductance was also measured during the zeta potential
measurements and the graphical results of the conductance measurements are shown in
Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8 Mobility measurement results for 510 nm particle suspensions
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Figure 5.9 Conductance measurement results for 510 nm particle suspensions
Zeta potential measurements for the 210 nm and 57 nm particles were also
performed for suspensions in DI water and 3 mM NaCl. The more in-depth zeta potential
analysis was only done for the 510 nm particles. The zeta potential data for each of the
three particle sizes at the two solution chemistries is presented in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10 Zeta potential measurements for each size particle in DI water suspensions
and 3 mM NaCl suspensions
Zeta Potential (mV)
Diameter (nm)
DI Water 3 mM NaCl
510
-45.37
-45.13
210
-41.40
-43.99
57
-40.49
-41.83
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5.2.3 Summary of particle characterization results
The following conclusions may be drawn based on the results of the particle size
distributions and zeta potential measurements:
1. Particle size distributions measured for each of the three particle sizes
are generally in agreement with the diameters provided on the
manufacture’s product data sheet.
2. Results of the zeta potential measurements for each of the three
particles sizes are very close in value at the experimental solution
chemistry. This consistency between the different particle sizes used in
this study allows the influence of zeta potential to be ignored,
simplifying the scenario and allowing for the investigation of the
influence of particle size on retention.
3. The selected range of particle sizes, generally from 50 nm to 500 nm,
reflects the typical range of engineered nanomaterial aggregate sizes
[35]. Zeta potential measurements for particles suspendered in DI
water and varied ionic strengths are in the same range of reported zeta
potential values as engineered nanomaterials [36]. Thus, the behavior
of the selected particles is assumed representative of the behavior of
common engineered nanomaterials.
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5.3 Conversion of Laser Scanning Cytometer Data
5.3.1 Laser Scanning Cytometer typical data
The output file from an LSC scan provides several different types of data. Table
5.11 shows data for the first 25 events recorded during a sample LSC scan.
Table 5.11 Typical data from Laser Scanning Cytometer scan output file
Area (μm2) Integral Max Pixel
#
x
y
1
31905 10877
99
590146
3226
2
31986 10873
14
48593
1342
3
31781 10983
140
845170
4585
4
31810 10947
90
383388
2440
5
31880 10932
301
1395040
3037
6
31885 10909
40
149229
1757
7
31892 10905
62
269608
2172
8
31915 10954
905
4375779
4294
9
31919 10916
565
2859840
3648
10 31921 10889
39
149843
1591
11 31942 10947
67
350327
2720
12 31947 10991
230
899032
2425
13 31948 10939
11
26053
798
14 31960 10891
23
105106
2029
15 31960 10960
570
2301100
2128
16 31964 10909
888
4357598
3413
17 31965 10999
24
73347
1249
18 31967 10978
16
38126
841
19 31978 10943
149
641945
2283
20 31984 10924
22
85452
1821
21 32069 10879
198
717917
2443
22 32072 10869
26
83236
1728
23 32006 10960
30
93118
1285
24 32027 10955
51
149384
1382
25 32051 10922
403
1680850
3327
The first column, labeled with a number sign, gives the reference number of the
recorded event. The event labeled with the number one (1) is the first event recorded
during the LSC scan. This should not be confused as representing a single particle, but
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rather an event within a threshold contour defined by the user. If several particles are
close enough in proximity, a single contour may enclose all of the particles resulting in
multiple particles represented as a single event.
The second and third columns in Table 5.11 provide the position data for the
recorded event. The second column represents the x-position of the contouring channel
based on the centroid of the event. The third column gives the recorded event’s y-position
of its centroid. The values are given in the software’s predefined coordinate system which
is relative to the stage’s home position. These coordinates are later converted to a new
coordinate system in which the rightmost side of the flow channel inlet is the origin, flow
is in the x-direction and the units are millimeters. The formulas for converting the
coordinates are as follows:
xnew = (62,750 – xLSC)/1000
ynew = (15,250 – yLSC)/1000
The fourth column in Table 5.11 provides the area in square microns as
determined by the threshold contour. The fifth column lists the integral for the recorded
event. The integral value is the total amount of fluorescence. As depicted in Figure 5.10,
the values for area and integral of a recorded event show a statistically linear correlation
relationship.
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Figure
F
5.10 Graph of arrea vs. integrral data for sample Laseer Scanning Cytometer sscan
m pixel valuee, or
The fiinal column in Table 5.11, column 66, provides thhe maximum
th
he highest in
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w
the thhreshold conntour, for thee recorded evvent.
This
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o 16,384, as defined by tthe softwaree. A value off
16,384 repressents an even
nt in which at
a least one oof the pixels within the tthreshold conntour
m
inteensity, or satturation. Thee variation inn maximum pixel valuess is
reeached its maximum
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ue to particles absorbing
g varying am
mounts of fluuorescence aas well as som
me particles
being more orr less in focu
us than otherr particles duuring the scaan due to a thhird dimensiion
being presentt within the flow
f
cell.

5.3.2 Convertting area datta to numberr of attachedd particles
In ord
der to estimaate the numbeer and locatiion of particles attached within the sscan
arrea of the flo
ow cell, a meethod for con
nverting the data providded by the LS
SC to a partiicle
co
ount is requiired. Both arrea and integ
gral were connsidered as ppossible dataa sources thaat
co
ould be usefful to quantiffy the attachm
ment. It wass determinedd that using iintegral dataa
would
w
be diffficult becausse of the larg
ge variation iin maximum
m pixel valuees resulting ffrom
so
ome particlees scanning very
v
intenselly while otheers scanned m
much less soo. This may have
been a result of various particles abso
orbing an unnequal amounnt of fluoresscence as weell as
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some particles being more focused within the scan area than others. Thus, area data is
used to quantify the number of attached particles.
The first step in using area data to quantify the number of particles attached for a
specific experiment is to create a histogram of the area data. For each of the three
particles sizes, the peak value of the area histogram is consistent. For the 510 nm
particles, the peak occurs at an area value of 18 as shown in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.12 and
Figure 5.13 show the peak occurs at an area value of 12 for both the 210 nm and 57 nm
particles, respectively. Because of the magnitude of the zeta potentials measured for the
particle suspensions at each of the ionic strengths, as well as the particle size distribution
measurement results, it is expected that little or no aggregation occurred. That being said,
it is believed that the consistent peaks on the area histograms occurred because the event
captured a single particle, which is the most common occurrence expected within the
flow cell. In some cases, much larger areas were captured by a single event. This is likely
a result of particles attaching in close enough proximity that they were captured within
the same threshold contour.
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Figure 5.11 Area histogram for sample 510 nm particle flow cell experiment
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Figure 5.12 Area histogram for sample 210 nm particle flow cell experiment
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Figure 5.13 Area histogram for sample 57 nm particle flow cell experiment
The second step in converting the area data to the number of particles attached is
to determine how much of the data to accept. During an LSC scan, some events capture
background noise and/or other disturbances which at times cover a significantly large
area; therefore, a method was developed for eliminating the events corresponding to an
area representing more than 15 particles, selected arbitrarily. For the 510 nm particles, an
individual particle was determined to be represented by an area of 18; 15 particles is thus
represented by an area of 270. The result is to eliminate all events within the dataset that
have an area greater than 270. For the 510 nm particle flow cell experiments, this
eliminates an average of 6.4% of the data from each experiment. An area of 12 was
determined to represent an individual particle for the 210 nm and 57 nm particles, and
thus an area of 180 represents 15 particles. The same process of eliminating all of the
events within the dataset that have an area greater than 180 was used for all of the
experiments at these particle sizes. This eliminates an average of 8.3% of the data from
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each flow cell experiment for the 210 nm particles and 4.3% of the data for 57 nm
particle flow cell experiments.

5.3.3 Spatial distributions of attached particles
One method of data analysis is to develop spatial distributions of the attached
particles. The previous section covered the method developed for converting the area
value measured for each recorded event to the number of attached particles each event
represents. It also described a method for eliminating data determined to not represent
particle attachment. The LSC data for each event has a corresponding x- and y-position
which is converted to a coordinate system as defined earlier. Using the data for the
number of attached particles as well as the position data, MATLAB is used to create a
figure showing the spatial distribution of attached particles within the scan area for each
flow cell experiment. The y-axis represents the y-position of the recorded event in
millimeters and the x-axis represents the x-position of the event in millimeters. Each
event is represented by a single dot on the spatial distribution, all of which are the same
size; however, the number of attached particles a specific dot represents is defined by the
color bar. The color bar defines which colors correspond to each number of attached
particles. Figure 5.14 provides a spatial distribution of attached particles for a sample
flow cell experiment. For this figure, the color bar maximum is 4 attached particles to
better show the effectiveness of the color bar for distinguishing more concentrated areas
of attached particles. The elliptical appearance of the spherical glass beads is due to the
stretching of the y-axis compared to the x-axis.
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5.4 Flow Cell Experimen
nt Results Analysis
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5.4.1 Influencce of particlee size
The in
nfluence of particle
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size on mobility has been invvestigated inn earlier studdies
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n the attachm
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Figure 5.16 Influence of particle size on attachment (0.08 cm/s, 3 mM NaCl, 40 PV)
Based on Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, it is clear that the number of attached
particles decreased with decreased particle size, consistent with Pelley and Tufenkji [28].
After 40 PV of injection at the same experimental conditions, only 37, 684 attached
particles were measured in the scan area for the 57 nm particles, compared to 197,063
and 88,123 attached particles measured in the scan area for the 510 nm and 210 nm
particles, respectively. It is difficult to explain why significantly less attachment was
observed for the smaller particles. According to the classic filtration theory, 57 nm
particles will have a higher η0 compared to the two larger size particles due to enhanced
diffusion processes. Because each of these particles have comparable surface potentials,
it is reasonable to expect the highest attachment for the 57 nm particles because they have
the highest η0. The observation from this study is obviously in contradiction with the
classic filtration model predictions. Considering this finding is consistent with the
column-scale study by Pelley and Tufenkji [28], a group with excellent credibility on
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colloidal science research, more effort was devoted to comparing the behaviors of the
three different size particles under varied injection duration, solution chemistry, solids
content and Darcy velocity.
At this point, it is appropriate to acknowledge a possible technical issue related to
LSC scanning. In Figure 5.17, there appears to be regions of reduced attachment
occurring along the flow channel walls for the experiments using 510 nm and 210 nm
particles; however, less attachment is unexpected in these areas compared to that of the
center of the flow channel. What appears to be minimal attachment occurring could
actually be a result of the LSC threshold contour failing to distinguish an event due to the
area being oversaturated with fluorescence. This oversaturation results in the intensity
never dipping low enough for a threshold contour to occur and account for the particles
attached in these regions. Because it represents a relatively small portion of the scan area,
it is believed that the results and trends are still statistically valid.
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on duration
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u
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of 40 PV, 120 PV, 240 PV and 300 PV injection durations. Regardless of the duration
that the particle suspension was injected, the rinse performed was always 5 PV for these
experiments. Figure 5.18 provides a graphical representation of the results from the flow
cell experiments investigating the influence of injection duration on attachment using 510
nm particles.
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Figure 5.18 Influence of injection duration on attachment using 510 nm particles
For the 510 nm particles, the flow cell experiment in which the injection duration
was tripled 40 PV to 120 PV at 0.08 cm/s only results in roughly a 10% increase in
attachment. At 0.04 cm/s, the increase in injection duration from 40 PV to 120 PV for the
510 nm particles results in approximately an 80% increase in attachment; however, an
increase in injection duration up to 240 PV actually results in less attached particles
compared to that of the 120 PV experiment. This decrease coupled with the only slight
increase from 40 PV to 120 PV at 0.08 cm/s indicates a likely Smax. In examining the
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PV. For this experiment, attachment increases 40% as injection duration increases from
40 PV to 120 PV. Attachment only increases less than 20% as injection duration
increases from 120PV to 300 PV. Significant increases in injection duration only lead to
moderate increases in attachment indicating that the attachment of 57 nm particles fails to
follow classic filtration theory. The fact that the rate of attachment slows down as
injection duration increases may indicate the particles previously attached to glass bead
surfaces may block available sites for subsequent attachment. While the blocking effect is
obvious, experiments with longer injection durations may be necessary to identify if Smax
behavior is shown by 57 nm particles.
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Figure 5.21 Influence of injection duration on attachment using 57 nm particles and a
Darcy velocity of 0.08 cm/s
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5.4.3 Influencce of solution chemistry
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used for these experiments was 0.0025% and the Darcy velocity was 0.04 cm/s. The ionic
strength of the particle suspension and background solution was 100 mM NaCl. The
graphical results for the 510 nm and 57 nm experiments are presented in Figure 5.23 and
Figure 5.24, respectively. The spatial distributions for the flow cell experiments
investigating the influence of solution chemistry for the 510 nm and 57 nm particles are
presented in Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26, respectively.
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Figure 5.23 Influence of solution chemistry on attachment using 510 nm particles
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strength in the solution changes to a sufficiently low level, the secondary minimum
attractive energy well will disappear. For these experiments to be in agreement with this,
the particles attached as a result of the secondary minimum well should release during the
DI water rinse. In comparing the spatial distributions of attached particles before and
after the DI water rinse, the percentage of particles attached as a result of the secondary
minimum should be quantifiable.
For the 510 nm particles, the DI water rinse results in 9.3% of the attached
particles removed. The DI water rinse for the 57 nm particles results in 14% of the
attached particles removed. These results indicate the secondary minimum may
contribution to approximately 10% of the particle attachment. Further, the similar
percentage of particles released for both 510nm and 57 nm particles indicates the
contribution of the secondary minimum is independent of particle size. These
experiments found most (85-90%) particles are attached to glass bead surface due to
primary energy minimum. This is consistent with column-scale nC60 fullerene transport
studies [21]. In that study, surface charge heterogeneity of porous medium surface was
considered the reason for primary energy minimum attachment.

5.4.4 Influence of Darcy velocity
The influence of Darcy velocity on attachment was also investigated at several
velocities for each of the particle sizes. The solids content for each of these experiments
was 0.0025%, the ionic strength was 3 mM NaCl, the pH was 6.95±1 and the injection
duration was 40 PV with the standard 5 PV background solution rinse. Darcy velocities
of 0.08 cm/s, 0.06 cm/s, 0.04 cm/s and 0.02 cm/s were used and duplicate experiments
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were performed with the results subsequently averaged. Figure 5.27 provides the
graphical results of the Darcy velocity flow cell experiments for all three particle sizes.
The spatial distributions of attached particles for the 510 nm, 210 nm and 57nm particle
experiments are presented in Figure 5.28, Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30, respectively.
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Figure 5.27 Influence of Darcy velocity on attachment
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Several unexpected trends are seen in these results. According to Figure 5.27,
both of the larger particles (510 nm and 210 nm) exhibit an increase in attachment as the
Darcy velocity increases; however, the trend is not clear for the 57 nm particles.
Attachment of the 57 nm particles varies only slightly as the Darcy velocity changes and
provides no clear indication of increasing or decreasing attachment. These results are
inconsistent with a previously published column-scale study [21] in which attachment
was found to reduce with increasing Darcy velocity for nC60 nanoparticles.
A possible explanation for the unexpected increase in attachment within the scan
area as the Darcy velocity increases for the 510 nm and 210 nm particles is the inability
to define a scan area containing the inlet of the flow channel due to spatial limitations
between the flow cell and fittings and the microscope objective. The results of each LSC
scan only reflect a relative number of attached particles within the scan area as opposed
to the total number of attached particles in the flow channel. More specifically, it is
possible significantly higher attachment is occurring upstream of the scan area near the
flow channel inlet resulting in the apparent decrease in attachment in the middle 12.5 mm
of the flow channel. This hypothesis can be explained by the observed Smax in Section
5.4.2.
As illustrated in Figure 5.27, at the low Darcy velocity (0.04 cm/s), the number of
attached 510 nm particles after a 40 PV injection is roughly 135,001. This is about 5060% of the estimated Smax for the scan area (200,000 to 250,000). If Smax is unachieved,
plenty of available attachment sites are present on the glass bead surfaces near the flow
cell inlet. The result is particles attaching preferentially to glass bead surfaces closer to
the flow channel inlet, allowing for fewer particles to travel to the scan area in the middle
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12.5 mm of the flow cell. The LSC scan is unable to measure the number of particles
attaching near the flow channel inlet. This explanation is further supported by
experiments with longer injection durations. After a 120 PV injection, the number of
attached 510 nm particles increases approximately 80% compared to the number of
attached particles after a 40 PV injection experiment with 0.04 cm/s Darcy velocity. On
the other hand, the number of attached particles increases roughly 10% for the 510 nm
particles when the injection duration increases from 40PV to 120PV with a Darcy
velocity of 0.08 cm/s as can be seen in Figure 5.31. In conclusion, the spatial limitation
restricting the definition of the scan area results in no sufficient data to show if increasing
Darcy velocity leads to increasing or decreasing attachment of 510 nm and 210 nm
particles for varying injection durations. It is reasonable, however, to speculate that
velocity should not have profound influence on the number of attached particles if
sufficiently large injection durations are used based on the fact that observed Smax from
Figure 5.31 is very similar for 0.04 cm/s and 0.08 cm/s Darcy velocities.
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Figure 5.31 Influence of injection duration on attachment for 510 nm particles
A similar explanation explains the relatively flat trend for the influence of the
Darcy velocity on 57 nm particle attachment. As illustrated in Section 5.4.2, much less
attachment is observed for 57 nm particles compared to larger particles, indicating a
lower Smax. It is possible that fewer attachment sites are available on the glass bead
surfaces for the 57 nm particles near the flow channel inlet allowing more particles to
travel downstream; therefore, there is no concern that 57 nm particles accumulate at the
inlet as is the case for the larger particles. The relatively flat trend for the influence of
Darcy velocity on attachment for the 57 nm particles suggests that transport for the 57 nm
particles is dominated by diffusion. This is further confirmed by the spatial distributions
presented in Figure 5.30, in which all of the spatial distributions indicate particles are
able to attach around the entire surface of the glass beads. Because attachment is possible
at the downstream surface areas of the glass beads, it further indicates diffusion is likely
the controlling mechanism of attachment.
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5.4.5 Influence of solids content
Flow cell experiments investigating the influence of solids content on attachment
were also performed. The ionic strength for each of these experiments was 3 mM NaCl,
the Darcy velocity was 0.04 cm/s, the pH was 6.95±1 and the injection duration was 40
PV with the standard 5 PV background solution rinse. Solids contents of 0.005%,
0.0025% and 0.0005% were used and duplicate experiments were performed and
averaged. Figure 5.32 presents the results of the influence of solids content flow cell
experiments graphically for each of the three particle sizes.
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Figure 5.32 Influence of solids content on attachment
The experiments using the two larger particle sizes both display an initial increase
and then subsequent drop-off in attachment for the highest solids content. This decrease
in the number of attached particles as the solids content increases is counterintuitive.
Because a great number of particles are introduced at the higher solids content, it seems
logical to expect greater attachment will occur; however, this is not the case. Similar
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observations were reported for colloidal particle transport at the column-scale [39]. In
that study, increasing the input concentration for 3.2 μm and 1.0 μm colloids produced
less attachment and higher mass recovery in the effluent.
A possible explanation should consider particle (aqueous) - particle (attached)
repulsive interactions. While some particles are already attached onto glass bead surfaces,
particles introduced later in the injection may interact with them. This interaction may
lead to some attached particles escaping from their attachment sites due to repulsive
energy. The frequency of such interactions should be proportional to the particle
concentration in solution (i.e. solids content) and the number of attached particles on the
glass bead surfaces. If the solids content is not sufficiently high, the number of such
interactions is not predominant. This explains the initial increase in the number of
attached particles as solids content increases from 0.0005% to 0.0025%; however, it is
important to note the number of attached particles is not proportional to the solids content
of the injected particle suspension. When the solids content is higher, such interactions
are more dominant and lead to a decreasing number of attached particles, as is shown
when solids content is increased from 0.0025% to 0.005%.
The spatial distributions of attached particles for the experiments using 510 nm
and 210 nm particles at various solids contents are presented in Figure 5.33 and Figure
5.34, respectively.
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content results in a corresponding increase in the number of particles attached, in
agreement with expectation. Such an observation is in contrast with the results of the 510
nm and 210 nm particle experiments where an obvious drop in attachment is observed
when solids content is as high as 0.005%. This could be due to relatively less significant
effects particle (aqueous) - particle (attached) interactions due to the much smaller
particle size. The smaller particle size leads to much weaker repulsive interaction energy
making it more difficult to mobilize the attached particles. Doubling the solids content
from 0.0025% to 0.005% only results in a roughly 50% increase in particle attachment,
however, indicating that particle (aqueous) - particle (attached) interactions may still be
occurring to a less dominant extent compared to that of the larger particles.
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Figure 5.35 Influence of solids content on attachment using 57 nm particles
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

6.1 Overview
The primary focus of this study was to develop a method for using Laser
Scanning Cytometry to investigate the transport of nano-scale particles in porous media.
The purpose was to develop a repeatable approach in which the stable attachment of
particles in a glass bead packed flow cell could be visualized, recorded and quantified in
order to provide qualitative data and spatial distributions of attachment. From these
results, the expectation was that direct insight into the fundamental mechanism governing
the transport of nano-scale particles in porous media would be provided.
The first phase involved determining the feasibility of using fluorescent particles
as small as 57 nm in conjunction with an LSC. After compatibly was verified, a method
was developed to prepare and characterize particle suspensions, a flow system was
designed and an experimental protocol was developed for flow cell experiments using an
LSC. The second phase required an approach for taking the LSC data and converting it to
quantifiable results, including spatial distributions of attached particles. From these
results, direct observations were made regarding the influence of particle size, injection
duration, solution chemistry, Darcy velocity and solids content on attachment. Further,
observations and hypotheses were made concerning the mechanisms influencing the
transport of the particles.
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6.2 General Conclusions
1. An experimental protocol for using Laser Scanning Cytometry to investigate
the transport of nano-scale particles in glass bead porous media was
developed. This technique allows for both visualization and quantification of
attachment. From the results, observations about the influence of particle size,
injection duration, solution chemistry, Darcy velocity and solids content on
attachment can be made. More importantly, direct insight into the fundamental
mechanisms governing transport is provided.
2. The results of zeta potential measurements confirm that each of the three size
particles are very close in zeta potential at each of the solution chemistries
investigated; therefore, investigation into the influence of particle size on
attachment is possible. More importantly, the range of particle sizes and
corresponding zeta potentials are in the same range of reported sizes and zeta
potentials as common engineered nanoparticle aggregates [35, 36]. This
allows for the assumption that the behavior of the particles used in this study
is representative of the behavior of common engineered nanomaterials.
3. The number of attached particles was found to decrease with decreasing
particle size. Such an observation is in contradiction with classic filtration
theory, but consistent with the column-scale study by Pelley and Tufenkji
[28]. More effort was devoted to compare the behaviors of the three different
size particles under varied injection duration, solution chemistry, solids
content and Darcy velocity.
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4. The increase in injection duration for the 510 nm particles indicates a likely
Smax. Blocking effects were observed for the 57 nm particles in which attached
particles block the available attachment sites and slow down the attachment of
subsequent incoming particles. The spatial distributions of attached particles
for these experiments also indicate more attachment occurs in the center
regions of the flow channel with increasing injection duration.
5. Secondary minimum attachment plays a minor role for the attachment of both
the 510 nm and 57 nm particles. Only about 10% of the attachment can be
attributed to secondary minimum attachment, consistent with column-scale
studies [21]. Further, the contribution of the secondary minimum is
independent of particle size over the range of particle sizes investigated.
6. Change of Darcy velocity does not have profound influence on the attachment
of the 57 nm particles. The seemingly flat trend for the influence of Darcy
velocity for the 57 nm particles indicates that their transport is dominated by
diffusion. Diffusion control can be further confirmed by the spatial
distributions of attachment particles which show many 57 nm particles
attached on downstream areas of the glass beads. Experiments on the
influences of Darcy velocity on the attachment of 510 nm and 210 nm
particles, however, did not provide definitive conclusions because the LSC
scans did not cover the areas adjacent to the flow cell inlet. This is area is
believed to be particularly critical to 510 nm and 210 nm particles with higher
attachment capacity.
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7. Investigations of initial solids content revealed the importance of particle
(aqueous) - particle (attached) interactions. For 510 nm and 210 nm particles,
there exists a critical initial solids content above which the number of attached
particles will decrease with increasing initial solids content, consistent with
previous column-scale studies [39]. This trend does not occur for the 57 nm
particles. They exhibit increasing attachment with increasing solids content
due to much weaker repulsive interaction energy for smaller size particles.

6.3 Future Recommendations
1. In several of the spatial distributions of attached particles there appears to be
regions of reduced attachment occurring along the flow channel walls;
however, less attachment is unexpected in these areas compared to that of the
center of the flow channel. What appears to be minimal attachment occurring
could actually be a result of the LSC threshold contour failing to distinguish
an event due to the area being oversaturated with fluorescence. This
oversaturation results in the intensity never dipping low enough for a
threshold contour to occur and to account for the particles attached in these
regions. Initially, it was believed that keeping the LSC parameters consistent
for each experiment was important so as to not influence the results. After
much consideration, it is now believed that the LSC parameters should be
optimized for each individual experiment. Over time, the behavior of the
fluorescent particles is inconsistent and the fluorescence can certainly change
as it ages. Further, the fluorescence is designed, and excitation and emission
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spectra developed for it, before it is applied to a particle suspension. It was
discovered that the excitation and emission spectra are not exactly
representative of how the fluorescently dyed particles will scan, because the
behavior of the fluorescence can be slightly altered once it is introduced to the
particle suspension. It is not reasonable to believe that each batch of particle
suspension purchased will exhibit the same response to the LSC parameters.
2. The most important parameter the LSC operator needs to consider is the
threshold contour. The value for the threshold contour determines how events
will be recorded. Depending on the background noise and intensity value of
areas where no attachment occurs, the threshold contour should be very
carefully defined in order to maximize the number of particles accounted for
during each LSC scan.
3. This study did not definitively define where the microscope was focused;
rather, the microscope was focused at the top of the single layer of glass
beads. The glass bead diameters vary over a small range, so it is not possible
to get every single one of the beads into perfect focus. Future studies should
consider developing a method to measure exactly where the microscope is
focused within the flow channel in regards to the vertical dimension. This may
allow several scans to be performed and combined from which a third spatial
dimension can be introduced to the analysis.
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Appendix A. Experimental Data
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6.856

0.04

3

0.0025

003a

2.205

3.995

0.096

0.499

0.100

4.295

4.047

6.857

6.856

0.04

3

0.0025

003b

2.123

3.664

0.048

0.458

0.092

4.272

4.004

6.995

6.924

0.02

3

0.0025

004a

2.216

4.037

0.048

0.505

0.101

4.292

4.047

6.995

6.924

0.02

3

0.0025

004b

2.203

3.984

0.096

0.498

0.100

4.252

4.003

6.965

6.849

0.04

3

0.005

005a

MEAN DIAMETER: 510 nm

2.171

3.859

0.096

0.482

0.096

4.329

4.073

6.965

6.849

0.04

3

0.005

005b

2.157

3.803

0.096

0.475

0.095

4.307

4.047

6.965

6.925

0.04

3

0.0005

006a

006b

2.165

3.835

0.096

0.479

0.096

4.304

4.047

6.965

6.925

0.04

3

0.0005

Table A.1 Raw data for flow cell experiments using 510 nm particles

2.160

11.442

0.192

0.477

0.095

4.299

4.040

6.876

6.893

0.08

3

0.0025

031a

2.144

11.253

0.096

0.469

0.094

4.301

4.038

6.876

6.972

0.04

3

0.0025

033a

2.053

20.315

0.096

0.423

0.085

4.360

4.075

6.863

6.854

0.04

3

0.0025

036a

2.068

3.447

0.096

0.431

0.086

4.278

3.996

6.804

6.933

0.04

100

0.0025

037a

A.2

0.453

ε

mL/min

0.439

0.088

2.085

2.112

0.091

PV (mL)

4.312

Susp. (mL)

4.305

Packed (g)

4.034

Back. (mL)

4.034

Empty (g)

0.08

0.192

0.08

cm/s

3

3.512

3

mM NaCl

0.0025

0.192

0.0025

% solids

011b

3.622

011a

Exp. #

2.199

3.969

0.144

0.496

0.099

4.287

4.038

0.06

3

0.0025

012a

2.136

3.717

0.144

0.465

0.093

4.299

4.034

0.06

3

0.0025

012b

2.070

3.454

0.096

0.432

0.086

4.316

4.034

0.04

3

0.0025

013a

2.074

3.472

0.096

0.434

0.087

4.318

4.038

0.04

3

0.0025

013b

2.081

3.496

0.048

0.437

0.087

4.313

4.034

0.02

3

0.0025

014a

MEAN DIAMETER: 210 nm

2.083

3.505

0.048

0.438

0.088

4.312

4.034

0.02

3

0.0025

014b

2.133

3.706

0.096

0.463

0.093

4.300

4.034

0.04

3

0.005

015a

Table A.2 Raw data for flow cell experiments using 210 nm particles

2.089

3.530

0.096

0.441

0.088

4.311

4.034

0.04

3

0.005

015b

2.144

3.751

0.096

0.469

0.094

4.297

4.034

0.04

3

0.0005

016a

2.134

3.709

0.096

0.464

0.093

4.300

4.034

0.04

3

0.0005

016b

A.3

0.094

0.471

3

0.08

7.032

6.876

4.050

4.318

0.092

0.460

0.192

3.683

2.127

mM NaCl

cm/s

Susp. pH

Back. pH

Empty (g)

Packed (g)

PV (mL)

ε

mL/min

Susp. (mL)

Back. (mL)

2.148

3.764

0.192

4.337

4.075

6.876

7.032

0.08

3

0.0025

0.0025

% solids

021b

021a

Exp. #

2.055

3.396

0.144

0.424

0.085

4.350

4.065

6.876

7.032

0.06

3

0.0025

022a

2.124

3.670

0.144

0.459

0.092

4.318

4.050

6.876

6.989

0.06

3

0.0025

022b

2.095

3.554

0.096

0.444

0.089

4.318

4.043

6.876

7.032

0.04

3

0.0025

023a

2.126

3.678

0.096

0.460

0.092

4.310

4.043

6.876

6.989

0.04

3

0.0025

023b

2.156

3.798

0.048

0.475

0.095

4.325

4.065

6.876

6.989

0.02

3

0.0025

024a

2.123

3.667

0.048

0.458

0.092

4.311

4.043

6.876

6.989

0.02

3

0.0025

024b

MEAN DIAMETER: 57 nm

2.124

3.670

0.096

0.459

0.092

4.333

4.065

6.876

6.886

0.04

3

0.005

025a

2.068

3.446

0.096

0.431

0.086

4.325

4.043

6.876

6.886

0.04

3

0.005

025b

2.039

3.329

0.096

0.416

0.083

4.354

4.065

6.863

7.006

0.04

3

0.0005

026a

Table A.3 Raw data for flow cell experiments using 57 nm particles

2.045

3.354

0.096

0.419

0.084

4.362

4.075

6.863

7.006

0.04

3

0.0005

026b

2.107

10.802

0.192

0.450

0.090

4.315

4.043

6.876

6.937

0.08

3

0.0025

032a

2.121

3.659

0.096

0.457

0.091

4.334

4.065

6.956

6.875

0.04

100

0.0025

034a

2.051

25.321

0.192

0.422

0.084

4.352

4.065

6.863

6.881

0.08

3

0.0025

035a

A.4

